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Mainsheet traveler cabin top

Hello there! As a frequent one-handeder, I am constantly trying to figure out a way to run my main sheet into the cockpit. I have the Edson wheel replacement and the self-tailed jib winches are easily accessible from it. The main sheet and main halyard run into the top-level starboard cockpit that is out of reach of the rudder. Has anyone done this successfully? I must say that it is not terribly difficult to manually trim the main
one on this ship, but sometimes it would be nice to have access to the winch, and at least secure the main sheet somewhere aft so you can switch to trimming the jib sheet. Thank you! The answer is an autopilot. I have the same layout on our boat, and most Catalinas of our size range do, just like many other manufacturers' boats with cabintop mainsail travelers. I spend almost zero time behind the wheel, and steer the ship
from the cockpit in front of the steering wheel. My Autopilot control head is in an easy position to reach from in front of the wheel or behind it. I also find changing the main sheet positions of a big waste of time. It is much easier to use the traveler to control the mainsail, and it is better to vary the angle of attack without changing the draft. See Don Guillette's Book and Forum Sail Trim here. Once it's hard in the wind, you don't
want to change the main sheet because it's harder to transport it back in than to use the traveler. Once the traveler is as far away as you will go when you are out of the wind, just then let the main sheet out and keep the vang tight as you go below. I too had smaller ships with final boom sheets and depended on the main sheet. Things are different with the main sheets in the cockpit. This has been working for me for over 18
years. I had Garhauer make me this piece and now he can adjust main from anywhere. I actually run the different lines now and that new block is in the middle with another block below the top center one. The answer is an autopilot. Thanks for the tips, Stu. I think part of my question is really hitting the techniques that others have established in recent years to make sure I'm not causing more problems than this is worth. There
are 10+ C30 inside a couple of docks from me and they are all top of the cabin. I have an autopilot that just needs to be better calibrated. Maybe I'll put my energy into getting this right in place. Your advice on traveler is interesting and makes sense. I'm going to have to play with that. I had Garhauer make me this piece and now he can adjust main from anywhere. I actually run the different lines now and that new block is in
the middle with another block below the top center one. See attached 131593 Woah! I saw something similar on my dock walk. This could do things more since I take my bait off every time I go out here to SF Bay (maybe things would be different if I had a wife or child who wanted to hide in the sweet spot while I was on the go. I had a wife or child who wanted to hide in the sweet spot while he was on the run. You betcha. You
have to be a glutton for punishment if you leave without a bait when you really have one! Of course, John's solution wouldn't work with a dodger. You betcha. You have to be a glutton for punishment if you leave without a bait when you really have one! Of course, John's solution wouldn't work with a dodger. Well, my dodger is a real POS terminal near the end of your POS life. It's easier to see and access half/foredecks by
jumping under the frame. Also, I've never seen the need for this here in the bay. Maybe it's because I grew up sailing in Alaska, who knows... Instead of going ahead with the main sheet, go from stern to a block, install a pillow eye on the deck with a support plate and an eith block a cleat cam. I move my traveler to the cabin because I also sail and race. I also install a fine melody and there is no winch requirement. I ran with
winds of more than 30 knots and no problems. I can also play the traveler while sitting in the coaming. I don't have autopilot or wheel brake. I'm with Stu. Autopilot. I've hardly ever headed by hand. If I have crew, sometimes they turn to hand. If I get the boat back I train Auto and I fwd the wheel. Heck, I'm going to drive down the channel to the port on autopilot (it's how I can lift my main). My main sheet is like yours, fed to the
top of the cockpit. After a complete Garhauer pairing update, I never need the winch to pull the sheet. But I also don't usually stretch the sheet when I head into the air - as Stu says, the traveler is my main control of sailing until I avasi at the end of his journey. Adding/removing twist to the candle is my only exception to this rule, but I can still do it by hand without winch. The cool JohnVTX kit still leaves the sheet in the fwd part
of the cabin, but in fact gives an added purchase (get the winch out of the picture) Sometimes, if I'm behind the wheel for whatever reason, I'll be playing ride me cowboy with the traveler lines. That is, I'm directing them from there. I could do it with the sheet too, but as mentioned before I rarely mess with the sheet. If you still have the stock of catalina shit curved traveler, you're trying to solve the wrong problem. Get a new
traveler and main sheet blocks and your problem will be gone. (Catalina Direct's kit is the same as can be obtained directly from Garhauer) 18-02-2019, 00:06 #1 Registered User Entry Date: Oct 2018 Location: Sydney Boat: Adams 40 Posts: 12 Relocation of lead traveler Hi All, I am planning to join my dodger and bimini together to provide more protection and space To do this I have to relocate the traveler of the main sheet
as his located between the two covers. My boat is solid Adams 40 and there is more enough space to install the new traveler forward from the dogger and run sheets, etc.. back to the cabin. What I'm trying to figure out is what strengthening, if any, would be to provide the deck area that the traveler would house? I think the cover is about 8mm thick, there's zero movement when I walk on it and I'm 100kg. I was planning on
removing the cockpit head and installing a 4mm aluminum sheet that would measure approximately 1300mm x 300mm and attach the new traveler drilling through the deck to the foil and screwing it into the blade. Would you be okay? Any other ideas? Has anyone done this before? Thank you Tim. 18-02-2019, 08:46 #2 Registered User Join date: March 2011 Location: Southport CT Boat: J/36 Messages: 1,487 Re:
Relocation of mainsheet traveler People have done this before. When they don't get it right, sometimes the traveler boots from the top of the cabin, or the whole cabin. His walking on it is not equivalent to the forces involved with a main traveler. 100kg? The mainsail on a 40' boat probably has a load more like 1000kg (there are formulas to figure this out) and the pull is UP, not down. In addition to reinforcing the top of the cabin
with its aluminum sheet (and perhaps additional layers of fiberglass or other support) the cabin trunk may also need reinforcement, perhaps by installing knees, to prevent everything from being pulled sideways. Then you'll have to look at your boom. The sheet probably goes to the end of the boom now. Moving the leaf to mid-boom gives you less than a lever arm so you'll probably need more mechanical advantage to trim the
candle. This means you'll need a longer sheet and/or maybe a winch (which is a slow way to make adjustments). Putting the sheet in mid-boom can also cause the boom to bend or break there. Half-boom sheets usually go through three sets of blocks in the boom, spread out so as not to concentrate the load too much in one place. Your boom may need reinforcement or replacement in order to take this burden. It would
probably be a good idea to discuss this change with a naval architect or engineer. There seems to be a wide range of different Adams 40 different materials and designs. The solutions will be equally broad. 18-02-2019, 08:59 #3 Registered User Join date: August 2006 Location: Skagit City, WA Posts: 23,144 Re: Relocation of the Main Sheet Traveler Many ships are built this way. I haven't found anything extra added when
they do on the ones I've had. Assuming its roof is glass/core/glass, a good support plate should handle it. If you want to be very careful then remove the core in the areas where the singing passes and put in solid wood or then the support plate. Make sure your boom is suitable for the main sheet attachment to be later. Sometimes the traveler starts from the cabin, or the whole cabin I haven't seen that in 50 years of sailing.
Think about it this way, the number of sns holding the traveler on the deck far weighs the few most or unique sn that holds the bail in the boom! A traveler probably has a dozen 5/16-3/8 sns. The boom probably has a 3/8 sn or a few small ones. Small. I spent most of my money on Alcohol, Broads and Ships. The rest I've wasted - Elmore Leonard 18-02-2019, 11:03 #4 Registered User Join date: March 2011 Location:
Southport CT Boat: J/36 Places: 1,487 Re: Relocation of the Main Sheet Traveler Quote: Originally Published by Cheechako Many ships are built this way I haven't found anything extra added when they do on the ones I've had. Think about it this way, the number of sns holding the traveler on deck far away weighs the smaller few, or unique sn.' holding bail on the boom! A traveler probably has a dozen 5/16-3/8 sns. The
boom probably has a 3/8 sn or a few small ones. Ships being built for medium boom veneer with travelers at the top of the cabin are built this way. The forces involved have been calculated and the sides of the cockpit and top designed and built to handle them in the first place. Sometimes travelers are built on arches to solve the problem. Moving things without planning and being sure could be a big mistake. The OP seems
to have an Adams 40 (?) When you google this, departing ships vary from racing loops with bendy espadries and running backflys, to heavy fiberglass cruises, to heavy steel ships with solid squirrels. The OP has not published an image, so it is best to err on the side of caution. He also says he wants to move the traveler to the Dodger's forward cabin, which is not the same as perhaps riding him on the deck. Think of it as a
bunch of bolts holding the traveler on deck vs a bolt holding bail in the boom is exactly why sheet metal arrangements should be thought of too. All the pressure focused on a bail now in the midst of the boom can cause it to break there. This could happen before the cockpit is removed, which would be a good thing. The forces involved are considerable. Imagine that the boom is 5 meters long. Let's say the candle is lifted with
500 kg of strength at the end where the sheet is now. If you move the sheet 2.5meters forward instead of attaching it to the end, that same 500kg of force doubles to 1000kg because you have reduced the length of the lever arm that the leaf takes advantage of. To take it further, imagine trying to control the mainsail with a sheet attached just 5m from the mast. You would need a great mechanical advantage and incredibly
strong swords and accessories to do this. That's why the sheets are placed at the end of the boom instead. Physical. The idea of the OP may be enough, but it makes sense to be more aware of what is involved and be sure before you start drilling holes. 18-02-2019, 17:09 #5 Registered user Join date: October 2018 Location: Sydney Boat: Adams 40 Messages: 12 Re: Relocation of the main sheet traveler Thank you for the
feedback guys. It's never as simple as could wait and the last thing I want is a 40-foot convertible yacht, so I'll try to locate a marine engineer as a starting point. 18-02-2019, 19:25 #6 Moderator Join date: May 2008 Location: cruise SW Pacific Boat: Jon Sayer 1-off 46ft fract rig rig Strip plank in W Red Cedar Posts: 17,197 Re: Relocation traveler from main sheet Quote: Originally published by champo Thank you for the
feedback guys. It's never as simple as you'd expect and the last thing I want is a 40-foot convertible yacht, so I'll try to locate a marine engineer as a starting point. Adams 40s have been built by a number of individuals/companies. Do you know who built yours? If so, they will know more about the scarce than some random engineer. From what you've told us, it sounds like a glass construction instead of steel, cold mold or
alloy construction. As mentioned above, knowing how the house was established is quite crucial to analysis, so if the builder is not accessible, perhaps some test holes drilled into the deck would give some useful information. I would try to get this data before contacting an engineer, because without it, I would be guessing how we are! Jim
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
18-02-2019, 20:21 #7 Registered User Join date: October 2018 Location: Sydney Boat: Adams 40 Messages: 12 Re: Relocation of the Main Traveler Hi Jim, thanks for your post, very wise. I have attached some photos showing the boat, the current location of the traveler and where to locate if it moves. The ship was built by a well-known (at the time) Trewatha Brothers ships in Victoria, but I have been unlucky enough to
locate or contact them, but I will continue to try. I'll do another post to see if anyone has updated the information about them. I'd be interested in any other comment that (or others) might after viewing the photos, but I think a basic drill is probably a good place to start, thanks Tim. Thumbnails attached 18-02-2019, 20:31 #8 Registered user Join date: March 2018 Location: New Zealand Boat: 50' Bavaria Posts: 1,804 Re:
Relocation of the main sheet traveler One word: Platino. NZ$4 million spent on a reconstruction, including relocating the traveler. It didn't work well. Never underestimate the sizes of the forces involved here. 18-02-2019, 20:48 #9 Registered user Join date: March 2011 Location: Southport CT Boat: J/36 Messages: 1,487 Re: Relocation of main-sheet traveler yikes! They moved the sheet and the traveler forward from the
original end of the boom design in a no-expense-spared reform. He broke away in a turn in a 30-knot wind, immediately killing one crew member and hitting another on board (not recovered). The uncontrolled boom ended up lowering the mast. I guess the top of the cabin stayed. Small comfort. Champo's photos show the bendy-mast with overnight running - built light for heavy racing activity. The boom extrusion is probably
as fine as they could. Switching to the half-boom blade will likely require a new, much stronger boom or a strong sleeve in the path of the sheet. Looks like a good boat! 18-02-2019, 20:55 #10 Registered Join date: October 2018 Location: Sydney Boat: Adams 40 Posts: 12 12 Relocate the traveler of the main sheet Must be a terrifying moments, will tread carefully. 18-02-2019, 21:06 #11 Registered User Join date: August
2011 Location: Vancouver, BC Boat: C&amp;amp; C Landfall 38 Posts: 694 Re: Relocation of mainsheet traveler Check out the boom too, you'll be moving the main sheet from the end to a point ahead I think this will need to be considered, you may need a new boom...... 19-02-2019, 09:00 #12 Registered User Join date: August 2006 Location: Skagit City, WA Posts: 23,144 Re: Relocation of the main-sheet traveler Many
travelers seem only to bridge over the deck of the sliding hatch time. Using the 3 bail type in the boom as in peak 1 and 4 is a good idea to distribute the load. Attached Thumbnails
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ waste - Elmore Leonard 19-02-2019, 14:08 #13 Registered user Join date: March 2011 Location: Southport CT Boat: J/36 Messages: 1,487 Re:
Relocation of the traveler from the main sheet An alternative would simply be to get the bimini and unleash the main traveler's sheet and put it on the railing when the bimini was on top. Page 2 18-02-2019, 00:06 #1 Registered User Join date: October 2018 Location: Sydney Boat: Adams 40 Places: 12 Relocation of lead traveller Hi All, I am planning to join my dodger and bimini together to provide more protection and
external living space. To do this I have to relocate the traveler of the main sheet as his located between the two covers. My ship is solid Adams 40 and there is more than enough space to install the new traveler forward dogger and run sheets, etc. back to the cabin. What I'm trying to figure out is what strength, if any, should you provide to the deck area that would house the traveler? I think the cover is about 8mm thick,
there's zero movement when I walk on it and I'm 100kg. I was planning on removing the cockpit head and installing a 4mm aluminum sheet that would measure approximately 1300mm x 300mm and attach the new traveler drilling through the deck to the foil and screwing it into the blade. Would you be okay? Any other ideas? Has anyone done this before? Thank you Tim. 18-02-2019, 08:46 #2 Registered User Join date:
March 2011 Location: Southport CT Boat: J/36 Messages: 1,487 Re: Relocation of mainsheet traveler People have done this before. When they don't get it right, sometimes the traveler boots from the top of the cabin, or the whole cabin. His walking on it is not equivalent to the forces involved with a main traveler. 100kg? The mainsail on a 40' boat probably has a load more like 1000kg (there are formulas to figure this out) and
the pull is UP, not down. In addition to reinforcing the top of the cabin with its aluminium sheet perhaps additional layers of fiberglass or other support) the cabin trunk may also need reinforcement, perhaps by installing knees, to prevent everything from being pulled sideways. Then you'll have to look at your boom. The sheet probably goes to the end boom now. Moving the leaf to mid-boom gives you less than a lever arm so
you'll probably need more mechanical advantage to trim the candle. This means you'll need a longer sheet and/or maybe a winch (which is a slow way to make adjustments). Putting the sheet in mid-boom can also cause the boom to bend or break there. Half-boom sheets usually go through three sets of blocks in the boom, spread out so as not to concentrate the load too much in one place. Your boom may need
reinforcement or replacement in order to take this burden. It would probably be a good idea to discuss this change with a naval architect or engineer. There seems to be a wide range of different Adams 40 different materials and designs. The solutions will be equally broad. 18-02-2019, 08:59 #3 Registered User Join date: August 2006 Location: Skagit City, WA Posts: 23,144 Re: Relocation of the Main Sheet Traveler Many
ships are built this way. I haven't found anything extra added when they do on the ones I've had. Assuming its roof is glass/core/glass, a good support plate should handle it. If you want to be very careful then remove the core in the areas where the singing passes and put in solid wood or then the support plate. Make sure your boom is suitable for the main sheet attachment to be later. Sometimes the traveler starts from the
cabin, or the whole cabin I haven't seen that in 50 years of sailing. Think about it this way, the number of sns holding the traveler on deck far away weighs the smaller few, or unique sn.' holding bail on the boom! A traveler probably has a dozen 5/16-3/8 sns. The boom probably has a 3/8 sn or a few small ones.
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________Wasted - Elmore
Leonard 18-02-2019, 11:03 #4 Registered User Join date: March 2011 Location: Southport CT Boat: J/36 Places: 1,487 Re: Relocation of the Main Sheet Traveler Quote: Originally Published by Cheechako Many ships are built this way. I haven't found anything extra added when they do on the ones I've had. Think about it this way, the number of sns holding the traveler on deck far away weighs the smaller few, or unique
sn.' holding bail on the boom! A traveler probably has a dozen 5/16-3/8 sns. The boom probably has a 3/8 sn or a few small ones. Ships being built for medium boom veneer with travelers at the top of the cabin are built this way. The forces involved have been calculated and the sides of the cockpit and top designed and built to handle them in the first place. Sometimes travelers are built on arches to solve the problem.
Moving things without planning and being sure could be a big mistake. The OP seems to an Adams 40 (?) When you google this, departing ships vary from racing loops with bendy espadries and running backflys, to heavy fiberglass cruises, to heavy steel ships with solid squirrels. The OP has not published an image, so it is best to err next to He also says he wants to move the traveler to the Dodger's forward cabin, which is
not the same as perhaps riding him on the deck. Think of it as a bunch of bolts holding the traveler on deck vs a bolt holding bail in the boom is exactly why sheet metal arrangements should be thought of too. All the pressure focused on a bail now in the midst of the boom can cause it to break there. This could happen before the cockpit is removed, which would be a good thing. The forces involved are considerable. Imagine
that the boom is 5 meters long. Let's say the candle is lifted with 500 kg of strength at the end where the sheet is now. If you move the sheet 2.5meters forward instead of attaching it to the end, that same 500kg of force doubles to 1000kg because you have reduced the length of the lever arm that the leaf takes advantage of. To take it further, imagine trying to control the mainsail with a sheet attached just 5m from the mast.
You would need a great mechanical advantage and incredibly strong swords and accessories to do this. That's why the sheets are placed at the end of the boom instead. Physical. The idea of the OP may be enough, but it makes sense to be more aware of what is involved and be sure before you start drilling holes. 18-02-2019, 17:09 #5 Registered user Join date: October 2018 Location: Sydney Boat: Adams 40 Messages:
12 Re: Relocation of the main sheet traveler Thank you for the feedback guys. It's never as simple as you'd expect and the last thing I want is a 40-foot convertible yacht, so I'll try to locate a marine engineer as a starting point. 18-02-2019, 7:25 p.m. #6 Moderator Join date: May 2008 Location: cruising SW Pacific Boat: Jon Sayer 1-off 46 ft fract rig sloop strip plank in W Red Cedar Posts: 17,197 Re: Relocation of the Lead
Traveler Quote: Originally published by champo Thank you for the feedback guys. It's never as simple as you'd expect and the last thing I want is a 40-foot convertible yacht, so I'll try to locate a marine engineer as a starting point. Adams 40s have been built by a number of individuals/companies. Do you know who built yours? If so, they will know more about the scarce than some random engineer. From what you've told us,
it sounds like a glass construction instead of steel, cold mold or alloy construction. As mentioned above, knowing how the house was established is quite crucial to analysis, so if the builder is not accessible, perhaps some test holes drilled into the deck would give some useful information. I would try to get this data before contacting an engineer, because without it, I would be guessing how we are! Jim
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 18-02-2019, 20:21 #7 Registered User Join date:
October 2018 Location: Sydney Boat: 40 Posts: 12 Re: Relocation of lead traveler Hi Jim, thanks for your input, very wise. I have attached some photos showing the boat, the current location of the traveler and where to locate if it moves. The ship was to be by a well known (at the time) the Trewatha brothers' ships in Victoria, but I have been unlucky enough to locate or contact them, but will continue to try. I'll do another post
to see if anyone has updated the information about them. I'd be interested in any other comment that (or others) might after viewing the photos, but I think a basic drill is probably a good place to start, thanks Tim. Thumbnails attached 18-02-2019, 20:31 #8 Registered user Join date: March 2018 Location: New Zealand Boat: 50' Bavaria Posts: 1,804 Re: Relocation of the main sheet traveler One word: Platino. NZ$4 million
spent on a reconstruction, including relocating the traveler. It didn't work well. Never underestimate the sizes of the forces involved here. 18-02-2019, 20:48 #9 Registered user Join date: March 2011 Location: Southport CT Boat: J/36 Messages: 1,487 Re: Relocation of main-sheet traveler yikes! They moved the sheet and the traveler forward from the original end of the boom design in a no-expense-spared reform. He broke
away in a turn in a 30-knot wind, immediately killing one crew member and hitting another on board (not recovered). The uncontrolled boom ended up lowering the mast. I guess the top of the cabin stayed. Small comfort. Champo photos show the bendy-mast boat with overnight running - built light for heavy racing activity. The boom extrusion is probably as fine as they could. Switching to the half-boom blade will likely require
a new, much stronger boom or a strong sleeve in the path of the sheet. Looks like a good boat! 18-02-2019, 20:55 #10 Registered join the date: October 2018 Location: Sydney Boat: Adams 40 Messages: 12 Re: Traveller relocation of the main sheet Must be a terrifying few moments, will tread carefully. 18-02-2019, 21:06 #11 Registered User Join date: August 2011 Location: Vancouver, BC Boat: C&amp;amp; C Landfall
38 Posts: 694 Re: Relocation of mainsheet traveler Check out the boom too, you'll be moving the main sheet from the end to a point ahead I think this will need to be considered, you may need a new boom...... 19-02-2019, 09:00 #12 Registered User Join date: August 2006 Location: Skagit City, WA Posts: 23,144 Re: Relocation of the main-sheet traveler Many travelers seem only to bridge over the deck of the sliding hatch
time. Using the 3 bail type in the boom as in peak 1 and 4 is a good idea to distribute the load. Attached Thumbnails ______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ The rest I
wasted - Elmore Leonard 19-02-2019, 14:08 #13 Registered User Join date: March 2011 Southport CT Boat: J/36 Messages: 1487 Re: Relocation of the Main Sheet Traveler An alternative would simply be to get bimini and unleash the main traveler's sheet and put it on the railing when the bimini was on top. Until. Until.
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